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QUANTITATIVE MULTIPLE POINTWISE CONVERGENCE
AND EFFECTIVE MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS
RENE RU¨HR AND RONGGANG SHI
Abstract. We show that effective 2ℓ-multiple correlations imply quantitative
ℓ-multiple pointwise ergodic theorems. The result has a wide class of applica-
tions which include subgroup actions on homogeneous spaces, ergodic nilmanifold
automorphisms, subshifts of finite type and Young towers.
1. Introduction
Let h : X Ñ X be a measure preserving map on a probability space
pX,X , µq. The ℓ-multiple pointwise ergodic theorem asks about the almost
sure convergence of the average
1
N
Nÿ
n“1
f1ph
nxqf2ph
2nxq ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓph
ℓnxq pN Ñ 8q,(1.1)
where fi : X Ñ R p1 ď i ď ℓq are bounded measurable functions. When
ℓ “ 1, the almost sure convergence of (1.1) is the Birkhoff ergodic theorem.
The study of the question for ℓ “ 2 is initiated by Hillel Furstenberg [12,
p. 96]. Furstenberg’s question was answered affirmatively by Bourgain [6].
Derrien and Lesigne [8] showed that (1.1) converges almost surely for all
fi P L
8pX,X , µq if and only if the same holds for all fi P L
8pX,P , µq where
P is the Pinsker σ-algebra of h. In this paper all the function spaces such as
Lp, C8c and C
θ consist of real valued functions. Therefore, the almost sure
convergence of (1.1) holds if h is a Kolmogorov automorphism. Since ev-
ery Bernoulli automorphism is a Kolmogorov automorphism, the same result
holds if h is a two-sided Bernoulli shift. The same method was used by Assani
[1] to show the almost sure convergence of (1.1) when h is weakly mixing and
the restriction of h to pX,P , µq has singular spectrum. We refer the readers
to Walters [25] for the definitions of these concepts.
Recently, progress on higher order pointwise convergence was obtained by
Huang-Shao-Ye [16] for ergodic distal systems and by Gutman-Huang-Shao-
Ye [15] for weakly mixing pairwise independent systems. See also Donoso-Sun
[10][11] for an extension of [16] to commuting distal transformations.
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We remark here that the multiple mean ergodic theorem for commuting
maps are well-understood, see Tao [24] and references there. An interest-
ing extension of the mean ergodic theorem to nilpotent group actions with
polynomial ergodic averages was obtained by Walsh [26]. The pointwise con-
vergence of polynomial ergodic averages is known for ℓ “ 1 by Bourgain [4][5]
and for Kolmogorov automorphisms by [8].
In a recent paper [22], the authors noticed that effective multiple correla-
tions can be used to prove quantitative multiple pointwise convergence. The
aim of this paper is to develop this method further in an abstract setting
(Theorem 2.2) and obtain more results on quantitative multiple pointwise
convergence. The examples contain commuting subgroup actions on homoge-
neous spaces, nilmanifold automorphisms, subshifts of finite type and Young
towers.
We begin with subgroup actions on homogeneous spaces. A unitary repre-
sentation of a locally compact topological group H on a (real) Hilbert space V
is said to have a spectral gap if there exists δ ą 0 and a compactly supported
probability measure ν on H such that››››ż
H
hv dνphq
›››› ď p1 ´ δq}v} for all v P V.
Let Γ be a lattice of a connected Lie group G. The homogeneous space
X “ G{Γ carries a unique G invariant probability measure µ. Let H be
a connected semi-simple subgroup of G with finite center. The natural left
translation action of H on X induces a unitary representation of H on
L20pX,µq “ tf P L
2pX,µq : µpf q “ 0u via phf qpxq “ f ph´1xq.
We say the action of H on X has a strong spectral gap if the representation
of each noncompact simple factor of H on L20pX,µq has a spectral gap. A
sequence of integers trnu is said to be non-clustered if the cardinality of tn P
N : rn “ mu is uniformly bounded for all m P Z. In this paper we adopt the
convention that the set of natural numbers N does not contain 0. For h P H,
we let xhy be the group generated by h. We use C8c pXq to denote the space
of compactly supported and smooth functions on X. We call a group element
h P H quasi-unipotent if all the eigenvalues of its corresponding adjoint action
Adphq P GLpLiepHqq have modulus one.
Theorem 1.1. Let G,Γ, X, µ,H be as above. Suppose the action of H on X
has a strong spectral gap. Let h1, . . . , hℓ be commuting elements of H such
that all the groups xhiy and xhih
´1
j y pi ‰ jq are unbounded. Then there exists
ε ą 0 such that for any ℓ P N, any f1, . . . , fℓ P C
8
c pXq and any non-clustered
sequence of integers trnu, one has µ-almost surely
1
N
Nÿ
n“1
f1ph
rn
1 xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓph
rn
ℓ xq “ µpf1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpfℓq ` oxpN
´εq.(1.2)
3Moreover, if all the hi and hih
´1
j pi ‰ jq are not quasi-unipotent, then (1.2)
holds almost surely with a better error term
oxpN
´ 1
2 log
3
2
`εNq @ε ą 0.(1.3)
Here the notation ϕpNq “ opψpNqq means limNÑ8
ϕpNq
ψpNq “ 0. In this paper
the phrase quantitative is used to denote a weaker version of effectiveness in
the sense that we do not have any control of the convergence speed in the
little o notation appearing in the ergodic theorems. Theorem 1.1 is already
interesting in the simplest case where ℓ “ 1 as can be seen from the following
example.
Example 1.2. Theorem 1.1 holds for H “ G “ SL2pRq, Γ “ SL2pZq, ℓ “ 1,
h1 “ upsq “
ˆ
1 s
0 1
˙
where s ‰ 0 and rn “ ppnq where ppnq is a polynomial
with integer coefficients and degree at least two. The qualitative result in
this case is known earlier by [4]. According to a conjecture of Shah [21], it
is expected that the qualitative result holds for all the generic x, where x is
said to be generic if the trajectory tuptqx : t ě 0u is dense in X.
Another interesting case is to take rn to be the n-th prime number. This
type of questions was considered earlier by Sarnak and Ubis [19]. It is also
expected that the qualitative result holds for all the generic x.
Next we consider the multiple ergodic theorem for a fixed probability mea-
sure preserving system pX,X , µ, hq. Usually when X is a topological space,
we take X to be the Borel σ-algebra. In this case or other cases where X is
understood or does not play an important role, we may omit it in our nota-
tion. We say pX,µ, hq is k-mixing with rate n´δ (δ ą 0) for a vector space F
of measurable functions on X if for any f0, f1, . . . , fk P F and any pairwise
distinct n0, n1, . . . , nk P N, one hasż
X
f0ph
n0xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fkph
nkxq dµ “ µpf0q ¨ ¨ ¨µpfkq `Opinf
i‰j
|ni ´ nj |
´δq,(1.4)
where the implied constant is allowed to depend on k and f1, . . . , fk. Here
ϕ “ Opψq for two functions means |ϕ| ď C |ψ| for some constant C ą 0. Our
definition of k-mixing follows the convention of Glasner [13, Chapter 3 §9].
The pairwise distinctness assumption for n1, . . . , nk P N is not essential, since
we could drop it and and replace |ni ´ nj |
´δ by p|ni ´ nj | ` 1q
´δ.
Theorem 1.3. If a probability measure preserving system pX,X , µ, hq is p2ℓ´
1q-mixing with rate n´δ (δ ą 0) for a vector space of measurable functions F
containing constant functions, then for any pairwise distinct m1, . . . ,mℓ P N,
any f1, . . . , fℓ P F and any non-clustered sequence of positive integers trnu,
one has µ-almost surely
1
N
Nÿ
n“1
f1ph
m1rnxq ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓph
mℓrnxq “ µpf1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpfℓq ` oxpρε,δpNqq,(1.5)
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where ρε,δpNq “ N
´ 1
2 log
3
2
`εN if δ ą 1 and ρε,δpNq “ N
´ δ
2
`ε if 0 ă δ ď 1.
Remark 1.4. We say pX,µ, hq is k-mixing with exponential rate if there exists
σ ą 0 such that the error term of (1.4) is given by Ope´σ infi‰j |ni´nj |q. Clearly,
exponential rate implies n´2 rate and hence Theorem 1.3 holds in this case.
Remark 1.5. If we assume h : X Ñ X is invertible and (1.4) holds for any
ni P Z with k “ 2ℓ ´ 1, then (1.5) holds almost surely with pairwise distinct
nonzero integers m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mℓ.
Example 1.6. Nilmanifold automorphisms Let Γ be a lattice of a simply
connected nilpotent Lie group G. The homogeneous space X “ G{Γ is called
a compact nilmanifold. An automorphism h is a diffeomorphism of X which
lifts to an automorphism of G. We assume that h is ergodic with respect to
the probability Haar measure µ on X.
We endow G with a right invariant Riemannian metric and consider X as a
metric space with the induced metric. We fix θ ą 0 and take F “ CθpXq to be
the space of θ-Ho¨lder continuous functions onX. It follows from [14, Theorem
1.2] that pX,µ, hq is mixing with exponential rate. In view of Remark 1.4,
Theorem 1.3 in the form of Remark 1.5 holds for any ℓ ě 1.
Example 1.7. Subshifts of finite type Let h be the left translation on the
space Σ “ t1, . . . ,muZ where m ě 2. We endow Σ with a metric so that the
distance of two points x “ pxiq and y “ pyiq are given by dpx,yq “ 2
´n, where
n is the largest nonnegative integer with xi “ yi for every |i| ă n. Let A be
an m ˆm aperiodic matrix with entries 0 or 1, i.e., there exists n ě 1 such
that all the entries of An are positive. Let
ΣA “ tx “ pxiq P Σ : Axixi`1 “ 1 @i P Zu.
Then the dynamical system pΣA, hq is topologically mixing, see [7, Lemma
1.3]. Let θ ą 0 and F “ CθpXq be the space of θ-Ho¨lder continuous functions
onX. Let µ “ µf be the Gibbs measure given by some f P C
θpXq, i.e., µ is the
unique h invariant probability measure onX maximizing the pressure given by
f , see [7, Theorem 1.22]. The effective multiple mixing with exponential rate
was essentially proved by Kotani-Sunada [18] which uses a different definition
of correlations. We will give a proof of effective multiple mixing based on [18]
in §3. In view of Remark 1.4, the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 in the form of
Remark 1.5 holds for all ℓ P N.
In particular, let ν be the probability measure on t1, . . . ,mu given by a
probability vector pp1, . . . , pmq, i.e., νpiq “ pi ą 0. Then the measure µ “ ν
bZ
is a Gibbs measure on Σ, see [25, Theorem 9.16]. Therefore, Theorem 1.3
implies a quantitative version of multiple ergodic theorem for all the finite
Bernoulli shifts.
It is easy to see that if the quantitative multiple convergence holds for a
measure preserving system pX,µ, hq, then it holds for its factors. Here we say
5pY, ν, gq is a factor of pX,µ, hq, if there is a measurable map ϕ : X Ñ Y such
that ϕ˚µ “ ν and ϕh “ gϕ. In particular, Theorem 1.3 holds for topologically
mixing Anosov diffeomorphisms endowed with Gibbs measures associated to
smooth functions, where we take F to be the space of smooth functions.
In certain non-invertible systems, effective mixing decays polynomially with
coefficients given by the L8 norm of a test function. An important family of
dynamical systems having this property are Young towers [27]. In this case
effective multiple mixing follows from effective mixing. As a corollary, one
gets the quantitative multiple pointwise convergence. This is the content of
the next theorem.
Theorem 1.8. Let pX,µ, hq be a probability measure preserving system. Let
L be a subspace of L2pX,µq containing constant functions and let } ¨ }L be a
norm on L. Suppose there exist δ, C ą 0 such that for any ϕ P L8pX,µq,
ψ P L and n P N we haveˇˇˇˇż
X
ϕphnxqψpxq dµpxq ´
ż
X
ϕ dµ
ż
X
ψ dµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}ϕ}L8}ψ}L n
´δ.(1.6)
Then for any k P N the system pX,µ, hq is k-mixing with rate n´δ for the
vector space L X L8pX,µq. Hence Theorem 1.3 holds.
Although the almost sure convergence theorems considered in the introduc-
tion are with respect to invariant measures, the general result Theorem 2.2
does not require any invariance of the measure, but only the effective correla-
tions. The multiple pointwise convergence considered in the appendix of [22]
is of this type. Several results of effective multiple correlations are obtained
by Dolgopyat [9, Theorem 2] for partially hyperbolic systems. The results
of this paper (e.g. Theorem 3.1) can be applied to the settings there to get
quantitative multiple pointwise convergence.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Wen Huang, Hanfeng Li and
Weixiao Shen for drawing our attention to [8][1], [26] and [27] respectively.
2. General quantitative multiple convergence
In this section we prove the general version of quantitative multiple conver-
gence Theorem 2.2. A simplified version is given in Theorem 3.1 under the
assumption of effective decay of correlations. The following theorem is the
main tool to prove Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.1. Let pY, νq be a probability space and let Fk : Y Ñ R be a
sequence of square integrable functions. Suppose there exist C, σ ą 0 such
that for any nonnegative integers m ă nż
Y
´ ÿ
măkďn
Fkpyq
¯2
dνpyq ď Cpnσ ´mσq.(2.1)
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Then given any ε ą 0, one has
lim
NÑ8
ř
1ďkďN Fkpyq
N
σ
2 log
3
2
`εN
“ 0
for ν-almost every y P Y .
If 0 ă σ ď 1 and Fkpyq “ fkpyq ´ bk where fk is nonnegative and 0 ď bk ď
kσ ´ pk ´ 1qσ, then Theorem 2.1 is a special case of [23, Chapter 1 Lemma
10]. The proof of the theorem is essentially the same as that in [23] based
on dyadic decomposition, and the method is attributed to Schmidt [20]. The
extension to the case where 1 ă σ ă 2 allows us to prove quantitative ergodic
theorems in the case of polynomial decay of correlations. On the other hand,
the case where σ ě 2 does not provide useful information in the application
to the usual ergodic theorem, but it might be useful in other contexts.
Proof. For nonnegative integers r ď s, let Ls,r be the class of sets tm P N :
i2r ă m ď pi ` 1q2ru, p0 ď i ă 2s´rq, and let Ls “
Ť
0ďrăsLs,r. For each
positive integer n ă 2s, there exists a subset Lpnq of Ls with cardinality at
most s such that t1, 2, . . . , nu is a disjoint union of I P Lpnq, see [17, Lemma
3.4]. We take spnq to be the smallest integer s such that n ă 2s. Then for
any ε, σ ą 0
lim sup
nÑ8
2spnqσ{2spnq
3
2
`ε
nσ{2 log
3
2
`ε n
ă 8.(2.2)
For each positive integer s, in view of (2.1) we haveż
Y
ÿ
IPLs
` ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
dνpyq “
ÿ
0ďrăs
ÿ
IPLs,r
ż
Y
` ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
dνpyq ď Cs2σs.(2.3)
Let
Ys “
#
y P Y :
ÿ
IPLs
` ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
ą s2`ε2σs
+
.(2.4)
By (2.3) and Chebyshev’s inequality, we have νpYsq ď Cs
´1´ε. Since
ř8
s“1 νpYsq ă
8, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that there is a full measure set Yε such
that every y P Yε does not belong to Ys for s sufficiently large.
If y R Ys and n ă 2
s, then by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.4), we have
(2.5)
` nÿ
k“1
Fkpyq
˘2
“
` ÿ
IPLpnq
ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
ď s
ÿ
IPLpnq
` ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
ď s
ÿ
IPLs
` ÿ
kPI
Fkpyq
˘2
ď s3`ε2σs.
7For y P Yε, by (2.2) and (2.5)
lim
nÑ8
ˇˇř
1ďkďn Fkpyq
ˇˇ
n
σ
2 log
3
2
`ε n
“ lim
nÑ8
ˇˇř
1ďkďn Fkpyq
ˇˇ
2spnqσ{2spnq
3
2
` ε
2
1
spnq
ε
2
2spnqσ{2spnq
3
2
`ε
n
σ
2 log
3
2
`ε n
“ 0.

Now we apply Theorem 2.1 to the question of multiple pointwise conver-
gence. Let X,Y be measurable spaces and let ℓ be a positive integer. For
1 ď i ď ℓ and n P N, let ξi : Y Ñ X, hi,n : X Ñ X and fi : X Ñ R be mea-
surable maps. The ℓ-multiple pointwise convergence considers the average of
the map Fn : Y Ñ R defined by
Fnpyq “ f1ph1,nξ1pyqqf2ph2,nξ2pyqq ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓphℓ,nξℓpyqq “
ℓź
i“1
fiphi,nξipyqq.
Let ν be a probability measure on Y such that all the Fn pn P Nq are square
integrable. We assume that there exists M, δ ą 0 and a family of functions
bi,j : N ˆ N Ñ r1,8s, ci,j : N Ñ r1,8s where i, j P t1, . . . , ℓu such that
(2.6)
ˇˇˇˇż
Y
FmpyqFnpyq dνpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď M
ℓÿ
i,j“1
`
bi,jpm,nq
´δ ` ci,jpmq
´δ ` ci,jpnq
´δ
˘
for all m,n P N. We make it convention that 8´δ “ 0, and hence bi,jpm,nq “
8 means this term does not contribute to the upper bound estimate. We
should interpret (2.6) as effective 2ℓ-multiple correlations whose error term is
given by each pair of functions or a single term. The simplified setting in §3
and (3.3) may help the reader understand the assumption (2.6). We denote
the cardinality of a subset S of N by |S|.
Theorem 2.2. Let the notation and assumptions be as above. We assume
that for all 1 ď i, j ď ℓ and n P N
|tk P N : ci,jpkq ď nu| ď Mn.(2.7)
For any 1 ď i, j ď ℓ, we assume either for all m,n P N
|tk P N : bi,jpm, kq ď nu| ď Mn,(2.8)
or for all m,n P N
|tk P N : bi,jpk,mq ď nu| ď Mn.(2.9)
Then given any ε ą 0, for ν-almost every y P Y one has
1
N
Nÿ
k“1
Fkpyq “ oypρε,δpNqq
where ρε,δpNq is as in Theorem 1.3.
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We use the same constant M in (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) for the sake of ex-
plicitness, and in applications it suffices to check that the left hand sides of
them are ! n with the implied constant independent of m or n. Here and
hereafter the notation ϕ ! ψ for two nonnegative functions means ϕ ď Cψ
for a constant C ą 0. It is not hard to see that (2.7) holds if and only if we
can rearrange the sequence tci,jpnqu increasingly so that the integral part of
the kth term is larger than or equal to k
M
. Here the integral part of a real
number s is the least integer bigger than or equal to s. We shall make use of
this fact in the following way: given any subset tn1, . . . , nℓu Ă N, ordered in
such a way that ci,jpnkq is increasing for ℓ “ 1, . . . , k, then ci,jpnkq
´1 ď 2M
k
.
We also note that there is the following sufficient condition: (2.7) holds if
for any s P N
|tk ě 1 : ci,jpkq P rs, s ` 1su| ď M.(2.10)
Similarly, (2.8) holds if
|tk ě 1 : bi,jpm, kq P rs, s ` 1su| ď M(2.11)
for all m P N. A similar sufficient condition can be given for (2.9).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (2.6), for any nonnegative integers m ă n we have
(2.12)
Epm,nq :“
ż
Y
` ÿ
măkďn
Fkpyq
˘2
dνpyq
ď
ÿ
măs,tďn
ˇˇˇˇż
Y
FsFt dνpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď M
ÿ
măs,tďn
ÿ
1ďi,jďℓ
`
bi,jps, tq
´δ ` ci,jpsq
´δ ` ci,jptq
´δ
˘
ď 2M
ÿ
1ďi,jďℓ
ÿ
măsďn
ÿ
mătďn
`
bi,jps, tq
´δ ` ci,jptq
´δ
˘
.
By writing ci,jptq increasingly for m ă t ď n and using the equivalent descrip-
tion of (2.7) before the proof, we have
ÿ
mătďn
ci,jptq
´δ ď 2δ
n´mÿ
t“1
M δt´δ.(2.13)
Suppose (2.8) holds for bi,j, then similar estimate using (2.8) gives
ÿ
mătďn
bi,jps, tq
´δ ď 2δ
n´mÿ
t“1
M δt´δ.(2.14)
9By (2.13) and (2.14), we have
(2.15)ÿ
mătďn
´
bi,jps, tq
´δ ` ci,jptq
´δ
¯
ď 21`δ
n´mÿ
t“1
M δt´δ ď 22`δM δ
ż n´m
1{2
t´δ dt
ď
$’&’’%
22`δM δp1 ´ δq´1pn ´mq1´δ if 0 ă δ ă 1
22`δM log 2pn ´mq if δ “ 1
21`2δM δpδ ´ 1q´1 if δ ą 1
.
If (2.9) holds for bi,j, then one obtains similar estimate to (2.15). We assume
without loss of generality that (2.8) holds for all bi,j.
Using (2.15) and (2.12) in different cases according to δ, we will have (2.1)
for various σ. If δ ą 1, then
Epm,nq ď 41`δM1`δpδ ´ 1q´1ℓ2pn ´mq.
So (2.1) holds for σ “ 1 and the conclusion in this case follows from Theorem
2.1.
If δ “ 1, then
Epm,nq ď 23`δM2ℓ2pn ´mq log 2pn ´mq ! pn ´mq1`ε,(2.16)
where the implied constant depends on M , ℓ and ε. We claim that for any
nonnegative integers m ă n,
pn ´mq1`ε ! n1`ε ´m1`ε,(2.17)
where the implied constant may depend on ε but not on m or n. We prove the
claim by considering two cases. If m ď n
2
, then by the mean value theorem,
there exists x P r0, 1{2s such that
pn ´mq1`ε “ n1`εp1 ´ pm{nqq1`ε “ n1`εp1 ´ p1 ` εqp1 ´ xqεm{nq
ď n1`ε ´ p1 ` εq2´εmnε ď n1`ε ´m1`ε.
If n{2 ă m ă n, then
pn ´mq1`ε “ pn ´mqpn ´mqε ď pn ´mqpn{2qε ď 2´εpn1`ε ´m1`εq.
This completes the proof of the claim. By (2.16) and (2.17), we have (2.1)
holds for σ “ 1` ε and the conclusion in this case follows from Theorem 2.1.
If 0 ă δ ă 1, then by (2.12), (2.15) and (2.17),
Epm,nq ď 23`δM1`δp1 ´ δq´1ℓ2pn ´mq2´δ ! n2´δ ´m2´δ,(2.18)
where the implied constant is independent of m or n. So (2.1) holds for
σ “ 2 ´ δ and the conclusion in this case follows from Theorem 2.1.

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3. Effective decay of correlations
The aim of this section is to formulate a simplified version of Theorem 2.2
under the assumption of effective decay of correlations. This simplified version
can be applied directly to prove Theorem 1.3. After that we prove Theorem
1.8. At the end of this section we prove Example 1.7.
To make our statement applicable to broad contexts and explain the as-
sumption (2.6), we consider a class of measurable transformations H on a
probability space pX,X , µq. We remark here that we don’t assume elements
of H preserve µ.
For k ě 1, we use distpt0, t1, . . . , tkq to denote the minimal distance between
k ` 1 real numbers, i.e.,
distpt0, t1, . . . , tkq “ min
i‰j
|ti ´ tj |.
We say the action of H on pX,µq has k-multiple n´δ decay of correlations
for a vector space of measurable functions F0 if the following holds: there
exists an injective map t : H Ñ Rzt0u so that for any h1, . . . , hk P H, any
f1, . . . , fk P F0 and any r1, . . . , rk P N Y t0u, one hasˇˇˇˇż
X
f1ph
r1
1 xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fkph
rk
k xq dµpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
!
`
distp0, tph1qr1, . . . , tphkqrkq ` 1
˘´δ
,(3.1)
where the implied constant may depend on f1, . . . , fk, h1, . . . , hk but is in-
dependent of r1, . . . , rk. Although in this paper we only consider invariant
measures, the formulation of effective decay of correlations in (3.1) is natural
when µ is not invariant by the action, see [22]. Another aim of this general
setting is to explain the assumption (2.6) in Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the action of H on pX,µq has 2ℓ-multiple n´δ (δ ą 0)
decay of correlations for a vector space of measurable functions F0. Then for
any ε ą 0, any pairwise distinct maps h1, . . . , hℓ P H, any f1, . . . , fℓ P F0 and
any non-clustered sequence of positive integers trnu, one has µ-almost surely
1
N
Nÿ
n“1
f1ph
rn
1 xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓph
rn
ℓ xq “ oxpρε,δpNqq,(3.2)
where ρε,δpNq is as in Theorem 1.3.
Proof. To put the left-hand side of (3.2) into the framework of Theorem 2.2
we take Y “ X, ξi “ Id, ν “ µ and hi,n “ h
rn
i , where 1 ď i ď ℓ and n P N. Let
t : H Ñ Rzt0u be the injective map given by the definition of 2ℓ-multiple n´δ
decay of correlations, i.e., (3.1) holds for k “ 2ℓ. Then ti “ tphiq p1 ď i ď ℓq
are pairwise distinct and nonzero real numbers. Recall that trnu is a non-
clustered sequence of positive integers.
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For 1 ď i, j ď ℓ and m,n P N, we take
(3.3)
bi,jpm,nq “ |tirm ´ tjrn| ` 1,
ci,jpnq “
"
|tirn ´ tjrn| ` 1 if i ‰ j
|tirn| ` 1 if i “ j
.
It follows from (3.1) with k “ 2ℓ that (2.6) holds with δ as in the statement and
some M ě 1 independent of m or n. We show that for any i, j P t1, 2, . . . , ℓu
one has that (2.10) and (2.11) hold, which implies (2.7) and (2.8). In view of
Theorem 2.2, this will complete the proof.
For (2.11), it suffices to prove that the cardinality of n P N satisfying
tjrn ´ tirm P rs, s ` 1s ô rn P t
´1
j rs ` tirm, s ` 1 ` tirms(3.4)
is uniformly bounded for all s P Z and m P N. Note that the interval t´1j rs `
tirm, s ` 1 ` tirms has length t
´1
j which is independent of m or s. Since we
assume the sequence trnu is non-clustered, there exists M ě 1 such that
|tn P N : rn P Iu| ďM
for any closed interval I whose length is no more than t´1j . Therefore (2.11)
holds. For i ‰ j, one can prove (2.10) similarly using ti ‰ tj. The same
argument using ti ‰ 0 proves (2.10) in the case where i “ j.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let F0 “ tf P F : µpf q “ 0u, which is a subspace of
F since F contains constant functions. We assume that F0 ‰ t0u, otherwise
the conclusion holds trivially. This assumption and (1.4) imply hm ‰ hn for
m ‰ n. We take H “ thm : m P Nu and tphmq “ m. For any k P N, if (1.4)
holds for fi P F , then (3.1) holds for fi P F0. Since we assume F contains
constant functions, the p2ℓ ´ 1q-mixing assumption implies (1.4) and hence
(3.1) for any 1 ď k ď 2ℓ ´ 1. So Theorem 3.1 can be applied in this setting
with ℓ replaced by any element of t1, . . . , ℓu. A simple induction argument on
ℓ shows that equation (1.5) holds for any fi P F . The proof of the Remark
1.5 is the same with H “ thm : m P Z,m ‰ 0u.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. Since L X L8pX,µq contains constant functions, by
induction on k, it suffices to show that for any k P N, any f0, . . . , fk P L X
L8pX,µq with µpf0q “ 0 and any pairwise distinct natural numbers n1, . . . , nk,
we have ˇˇˇˇż
X
f0pxqf1ph
n1xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fkph
nkxq dµpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
! pmintn1, . . . , nkuq
´δ,(3.5)
where the implied constant depends on f0, . . . , fk. To see this, we assume
without loss of generality that n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk and apply (1.6) for ψ “ f0,
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ϕ “ f1pxqf2ph
n2´n1xq ¨ ¨ ¨ fkph
nk´n1xq and n “ n1. Then we have the left hand
side of (3.5) is
ď C}f1}L8 ¨ ¨ ¨ }fk}L8}f0}L n
´δ
1 ,
which implies (3.5).

Proof of Example 1.7. The effective multiple mixing was proved in [18] with
a different language. Let k P N and f “ pf0, f1, . . . , fkq where fi P C
θpXq. [18]
considers
Covpfq :“
Bk`1
Bθ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bθk
log
˜ż
X
exp
` kÿ
i“0
θifi
˘
dµ
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
θ0“¨¨¨“θk“0
.
It follows from [18, Proposition 3.1] that there exists C, σ ą 0 such that for
any integers n1, . . . , nk
|Covpf0, f1 ˝ h
n1, . . . , fk ˝ h
nkq| ď Ce´σpmaxi |ni|q.(3.6)
Here C may depend on f0, . . . , fk, but we may choose one which works for a
fixed finite family of functions and bounded k. The independence of σ from
fi is not explicitly stated in [18, Proposition 3.1], but it can be deduced from
the proof.
For a nonempty subset I “ ti0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă isu of t0, . . . , ku, we take
fI “ pfi0 ˝ h
ni0 , . . . , fis ˝ h
nis q.
By a partition P “ tI1, . . . , Isu of t0, . . . , ku, we mean a decomposition of
t0, . . . , ku into a disjoint union of elements of P . We use Ppkq to denote the
set of partitions of t0, . . . , ku. By [18, Lemma 2.1],ż
X
f0 ˝ h
n0f1 ˝ h
n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fk ˝ h
nk dµ “
ÿ
PPPpkq
ź
IPP
CovpfIq.(3.7)
If I “ ti0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă inu where n ě 1, then the h-invariance of µ implies
CovpfIq “ Covpfi0, fi1 ˝ h
ni1´ni0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , fis ˝ h
nis´ni0q.
This together with (3.6) implies
|CovpfIq| ď C
sÿ
t“1
e´σ|nit´ni0 |.(3.8)
Note that the continuous functions fi are bounded on the compact space X.
So if P contains an I with |I | ą 1, in view of (3.8) we have
ź
IPP
|CovpfIq| !
sÿ
t“1
e´σ|nit´ni0 |.(3.9)
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For the P consists of only singletons, by the h-invariance of µ, we have
ź
IPP
CovpfIq “
kź
i“0
ż
X
fi dµ.(3.10)
Therefore the system pX,µ, hq is k-mixing with exponential rate for CθpXq.

4. subgroup actions on homogeneous spaces
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. Let the notation and
assumptions be as in Theorem 1.1. Recall that H is a semi-simple Lie group
with finite center. We fix a maximal compact subgroupK of H and denote by
Ad to be the adjoint representation. We endow the Lie algebra h of H with an
AdpKq invariant inner product. This inner product induces a right invariant
Riemannian metric ρ on H and a Hermitian inner product on hC “ h b C.
For any h P H, let }Adphq} be the operator norm on h and hC, that is,
}Adphq} “ maxt}Adphqv} : v P h, }v} “ 1u “ maxt}Adphqv} : v P hC, }v} “ 1u.
By [2, Lemma 2.1(iii)], there exists 0 ă κ ď 1 ď τ such that for any h P H
}Adphq}κ ! exp ρph, 1Hq ! }Adphq}
τ .(4.1)
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It suffices to show that (1.2) holds for µ-almost every
x under the additional assumption that that µpfiq “ 0 and fi “ rfi ` ci whererfi P C8c pXq and ci P R. We will apply Theorem 2.2 to
Fnpxq “
ℓź
i“1
fiph
rn
i xq,
that is, in the case where X “ Y , ξi “ Id and hi,n “ h
rn
i . We take
(4.2)
bi,jpm,nq “ }Adph
m
i h
´n
j q},
ci,jpnq “
"
}Adphni h
´n
j q} if i ‰ j
8 if i “ j
.
The existence of M, δ ą 0 so that (2.6) holds follows from [2, Theorem 1.1]
and (4.1).
Now we show that (2.7) holds for any ci,j with i ‰ j. The group generated by
h “ Adphih
´1
j q is unbounded by the assumption. If h is not quasi-unipotent,
then there is an eigenvalue r P C with |r| ą 1 for the action of Adphq on
hC. So ci,jpnq ě |r|
n " n, which implies (2.7). If h is quasi-unipotent and
generates an unbounded subgroup, then in view of the Jordan canonical form
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of h, there exists a two dimensional h-invariant subspace V of hC such that
with respect to some basis of V
h|V “
ˆ
s 1
0 s
˙
and hn|V “
ˆ
sn nsn´1
0 sn
˙
(4.3)
where |s| “ 1. Therefore,
}hn} ě }hn|V } " n,
where the implied constant depends on the choice of the basis. Therefore
(2.7) holds.
Next, we show that either (2.8) or (2.9) holds for each bi,j. Let h “ Adphiq
and g “ Adph´1j q. The groups xhy and xgy are unbounded according to the
assumption. We consider two cases.
First, suppose both h and g are quasi-unipotent. We have the Jordan de-
composition g “ gsgu “ gugs where gs P GLphq is semi-simple and gu P GLphq
is unipotent, see [3, §I.4.4]. Since g is quasi-unipotent and xgy is unbounded,
we have xgsy is relatively compact and gu is non-trivial. Similarly, we have
the Jordan decomposition h “ hshu. Moreover, since g and h commute with
each other, all the elements appearing in the Jordan decomposition commute
with each other. Therefore, there exists C ě 1 such that
C´1}hmu g
n
u} ď }h
mgn} ď C}hmu g
n
u}.
So we can assume without loss of generality that g and h are unipotent. By
Engel’s theorem, there is a basis of h such that g and h are upper triangular
unipotent matrices. There exists a non-diagonal entry s of g such that s ‰ 0
and all the other non-diagonal entries of g left to s are zero, i.e. one row of g
has the form `
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 s ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
The same row of hmgn is`
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 sn ` tm ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
where tm is the entry of h
m at the same position of s. It follows that }hmgn} "
|sn`tm|, which implies (2.8) withM comparable to s
´1 but most importantly
independent of m.
In the second case we assume at least one of g and h is not quasi-unipotent.
Suppose there exists a simultaneous eigenvector v P hC of g and h, say
gv “ sv and hv “ tv,
such that maxt|s|, |t|u ą 1 and mint|s|, |t|u ě 1. Then either }hmgn} ě
pmaxt|s|, |t|uqm or }hmgn} ě pmaxt|s|, |t|uqn, which implies that either (2.8)
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or (2.9) holds. Note that we can always find such an eigenvector v if precisely
one of g and h is quasi-unipotent: v is taken to be a simultaneous eigenvector
associated to an eigenvalue of modulus strictly greater than one.
Suppose that none of the simultaneous eigenvectors have the property con-
sidered in the previous paragraph, then both of g and h are not quasi-
unipotent. Moreover, every simultaneous eigenvector expanded by g is con-
tracted by h (and vice versa). Let S` (resp. S´) denote the set of eigenvalues
of g with modulus ą 1 (resp. ă 1) appearing with multiplicity. Similarly
T˘ denote the corresponding eigenvalues for h. By assumption we have a
bijection between S˘ and T¯, and we denote either map by s ÞÑ ts.
Fix m P N. Let k P N be the maximal positive integer such that |sntms | ă 1
for all n ă k and all s P S`. Let s` P S` for which |s
k
`t
m
s` | ą 1. Since
g, h P SLphq, there exists an eigenvalue s´ P S´ such that |s
pk´1q
´ t
m
s´ | ą 1.
Therefore,
}hmgn} ě
1
2
p|sn`t
m
s` | ` |s
n
´t
m
s´ |q ě
1
2
mint|s`|, |ts´ |u
|n´k|´1.
Note that the lower bound above is an exponential function whose base is
bigger than one and independent of m, so (2.8) holds.
If all the hi and hih
´1
j pi ‰ jq are not quasi-unipotent, then ci,jpnq pi ‰ jq
and bi,jpm,nq are bounded from below by exponential functions whose base
and coefficients are independent of m. In this case the bound of (2.6) is the
same as that in exponential decay of correlations, so we have a better error
term (1.3).

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